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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this work is to optimize the chemical composition as well as
the heat treatment for improving the mechanical performance of the TRIP steel
by employing the theoretical models. TRIP steel consists of the microstructure
with ferrite, bainite, retained austenite and minor martensite. Austenite contributes
directly to the TRIP effect as its transformation to martensite under the external
stress. In order to stabilize austenite against the martensitic transformation through
the heat treatment, the two-step heat treatment is broadly applied to enrich the
carbon and stabilize the austenite. During the first step of the heat treatment,
intercritical annealing (IA), a dual phase structure (ferrite+austenite) is achieved.
The austenite can be initially stabilized because of the low carbon solubility of ferrite.
The bainite isothermal treatment (BIT) leads to the further carbon enrichment of
IA-austenite by the formation of carbon-free ferrite. Comparing to the experiments,
the thermodynamic and kinetic models are the lower and upper bounds of the carbon
content of retained austenite. The mechanical properties are predicted using the swift
model based on the predicted microstructure. In this work, a theoretical approach
is coupled to a Genetic Algorithm-based optimization procedure to design (1) the
heat treated temperatures to maximize the volume fraction of retained austenite
in a Fe-0.32C-1.42Mn-1.56Si alloy and the chemical composition of (2) Fe-C-Mn-Si
and (3) Fe-C-Mn-Si-Al-Cr-Ni alloy. The results recommend the optimum conditions
of chemical composition and the heat treatment for maximizing the TRIP effect.
Comparing to the experimental results, this designing strategy can be utilized to
explore the potential materials of the novel alloys.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In the automotive industry, there has been a dramatic push for the improvement
of fuel economy over the past two decades. Of the many strategies available in
industry, weight-reduction of the structural components of automotive systems is
one of the most effective ones. While weight reduction can be accomplished through
the substitution of conventional structural materials by light weight ones (sub as
magnesium and aluminum alloys and carbon-based composites), a more cost-effective
strategy is to dramatically increase the strength of currently used materials, such as
steel alloys. Among the wide range of Advanced High Stregth Steels, TRIP-assisted
steels are among the most promising alloy systems due to their low cost and extremely
good mechanical proeprties (high strength and high uniform elongation).
TRIP steels typically consist of three phases: 7-15% (retained)austenite, 30-35%
bainite and 50-55% ferrite [55]. The term, TRIP, stands for transformation induced
plasticity. This additional plasticity is gained through the transformation, under
strain, of retained austenite into martensite [11, 10]. The additional plasticity (or
ductility) comes from the dissipation of mechanical energy through the phase trans-
formation. By using the proper alloying and processing strategies, the retained
austenite is stabilized (at room temperature) against athermal martensitic trans-
formation. With careful control of the (meta)stability of the austenite phase (this
is mainly accomplished through control of carbon composition), the transformation
only happens during plastic deformation and this contributes to the extra plasticity
exhibited by typical TRIP-assisted steels.
A typical heat treatment for TRIP steels consists of two stages: Intercritical an-
nealing (IA) and Bainite Isothermal Treatment (BIT). During IA, the initial pearlitic
1
microstructure is decomposed into ferrite and austenite. The volume fractions of the
two phases depends on the treatment temperature, with higher temperatures result-
ing in higher fractions of austenite. Since ferrite does not dissolve significant amounts
of carbon, the formation of austenite is accompained by rejection of carbon from the
ferrite phase [6]. With the proper selection of the IA treatment temperature, the
resulting microstructure consists of the right amount of ferrite to impart sufficient
baseline ductility to the TRIP steel and the right amount of austenite, with the
proper carbon enrichment so it is stabilized against martensitic transformation when
the alloy is taken to the lower temperature at which the bainitic transformation takes
place (BIT).
During BIT, the IA ferrite remains essentially unchanged, but the retained austen-
ite further transforms into bainite (which consists of almost carbon-free bainite as
well as thin austenite films highly enriched with carbon or carbides). The transfor-
mation into bainite results in further enrichment of austenite by carbon, stabilizing it
against martensitic transformation upon quenching to room temperature. The bai-
nite phase resulting from the BIT treatment further contributes to the strength of the
alloy given the very small characterstic length scale of bainitic microstructures [14].
As in IA, the temperature for the BIT treatment must be carefully selected to ensure
that the austenite extists at the sufficient fraction and with the right stabity (against
martensitic transformation) in order for the TRIP effect to be significant.
In this work, we investigate a base TRIP steel alloy with the nominal composition
close to Fe-0.32C-1.42Mn-1.56Si. The main focus of this dissertation is to develop
the appropriate thermodynamic and kinetic models to design the two-stage heat
treatment (Fig. 1.1) necessary to result in optimal phase constitution that maxi-
mizes mechanical performance. In other words, the focus is to determine the proper
IA (TIA) and BIT temperatures to achieve optimal volume fractions of IA ferrite,
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bainite, retained austenite (and martensite). In addition, the present work focuses
on developing a sufficient understanding of the heat treatment so it is possible to
design not only the heat treatment temperatures, but also the alloy compositions in
order to maximize alloy performance.
In order to manipulate the microstructure of this complex alloy system, it is
important to implement a complete theoretical model for estimating the stability of
the austenite at room temperature. In this work, both thermodynamic and kinetic
models are used to estimate the volume fraction of each phases during each of the
stages of the IA+BIT heat treatment. This theoretical model is then coupled with
Genetic Algorithm to predict the optimum chemical composition and corresponding
heat treatment for optimizing the phase constitution of TRIP steels.
Figure 1.1: The schematic diagram of two-step heat treatment; (1) the dual-phase
microstructure after the IA treatment (2) after quenching from TIA, if TBIT is lower
than TMs, the martensitic transformation can be observed (3) the bainitic ferrite
forms during BIT treatment (4) if the austenite is not stable enough, the martensitic
transformation can not be suppressed while the alloy is cooled to room temperature
3
2. LITERATURE REVIEW
TRIP steels have outstanding mechanical properties because of the synergistic
interactions of the coexisting phases that make up their microstructure [81, 68, 91].
Recent investigations indicate that after the two-step heat treatment, consisting of
intercritical annealing (IA), followed by the Bainitic Isothermal Treatment (BIT)
and quenching to room temperature, low alloy TRIP steels typically consist of 19.6%
retained austenite and 57% ferrite, the balance being contributed by bainite as well as
martensite. Typical TRIP steel alloys exhibit 31% ultimate elongation while ultimate
tensile strength is 882 MPa [92]. The relatively good total elongation results from
the relatively high volume fraction of retained austenite [68, 1]. While the ultimate
strength of typical TRIP steels is not sufficient to constitute a realistic alternative to
high strengh, light weight new-generation automotive materials, further improvement
can be achieved through careful control of the alloying and processing conditions.
The key characteristic of TRIP steels is the stabilization of retained austenite
against martensitic transformation. Typical TRIP steels have carbon compositions
below 0.4 wt. %. This carbon content is not sufficient to prevent martensitic trans-
formation upon quenching to room temperature, but careful control of carbon par-
titioning between austenite and ferrite (and bainitic ferrite) can effectively stabilize
this phase. To date, there are many differnt heat treatments developed for improv-
ing the mechanical properties of TRIP steels. Quenching and Partitioning (Q &
P) is one typical approach [71, 57, 22], that consists of a (partial) austenization
treatment, followed by quenching and subsequent carbon partitioning of the result-
ing martensitic microstructure. Another common approach is the so-called two-step
heat treatment [69, 81, 70, 26, 25], which consists of inter-critical annealing (IA) and
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bainite isothermal transformation (BIT) treatment, followed by quenching to room
temperature. The target of these processes is to enrich the remaining austenite with
sufficient carbon to prevent the transformation to martensite upon cooling to room
temperature. In this work, we focus on the two-stage heat treatment and we will
employ fundamental thermodynamic and kinetic analysis to find the optimal alloying
and processing conditions to obtain the desired phase constitution.
2.1 Chemical Composition of TRIP Steel
Conventional TRIP steel alloys have the chemical composition: Fe-(0.12-0.55)C-
(0.2-0.25)Mn-(0.4-1.8)Si (wt%) [55]. The interaction between carbon, manganese
and silicon is rather complicated but understanding the alloy chemistry is essential
to develop optimal TRIP steels. From basic thermodyamic analyses, it is understood
that C and M act as austenite stabilzers, essentially lowering the martensitc start
temperature (see Fig. 2.1). While one could stabilize austenite by simply enriching
the alloy with carbon, excessive carbon negatively affects the weldability of the alloys
due to the formation of carbides in the weld pool as well as heat affected zones. This
is the main reason why the carbon content in TRIP steels is typically limited within
the 0.1 to 0.5 wt% range.
In addition of its austenite stabilizer attributes, Mn increases the solubility of
carbon in austenite, further contributing to the partitioning of carbon from ferrite
to austenite (particularly during IA). Unfortunately, excessive Mn may stabilze the
austenite so much that it does not transform during mechanical deformation, inhibit-
ing the TRIP effect and limiting the achievable total elongation. During the heat
treatment, it is reported that the Mn may segregate at grain boundary [64]. This
non-homogeneous distribution affects not only the phase transition during IA, but
also the diffusion of the silicon. As mentioned, Mn preferrs to stay in austenite and
5
Figure 2.1: The stability of austenite with different C and Mn content; 1 wt% of
carbon or Mn lower about 350 or 20 Kelvin difference of TMs
accumulates at interface on austenite side after IA [26].
Contrary to Mn, Si is more stable in ferrite. Similar to Mn, Si accumulates at
austenite-ferrite interface on the ferrite side. Because Si does not dissolve in cemen-
tite, 0.8 wt% of Si can prevent the formation of cementite [55]. This is important
as the formation of cementite effectively acts as a carbon sink that prevent carbon
enrichment of austenite and this results in de-stabilization against martensite forma-
tion. Unfortunately, excessive Si results in problems when it comes to attempting to
galvanize the alloy, which is essential for the automotive industry [66].
In TRIP steels, other elements can be used to further improve the properties of the
alloys. For example, Al and P can be used to suppress the formation of cementite.
Unfortunately, Al decreases the stability of austenite, relative to similar alloying
contents of Si. Too much P may form Fe3P, which results in worse performance [37].
Nb, V and Cr can be added to TRIP steels, although these elements may stabilize
6
ferrite and form carbides that act as carbon sinks when these consituents exceed a
critical concentration [26, 55].
Since the interactions between the different constituents is rather complicated,
the first stages of this research are limited to the investigation of TRIP steels that
have C, Mn and Si as the major alloying elements. For the Fe-C-Mn-Si, the main
goal is to determine the necessary heat treatment parameters to achieve the desired
phase constitution (and by extension, the optimal mechanical performance).
2.2 Intercritical Annealing
The typical initial microstructure of low carbon steels is acombination of ferrite
(α) and pearlitie (cementite + ferrite (θ)). In order to obtain high volume fraction of
the austenite (γ) at room temperature, cementite must dissolve and decompose into
ferrite and austenite. The minimum temperature for the intercritical annealing (IA)
treatment has to be selected such that cementite is unstable against decomposition.
A major target of the IA treatment is the dissolution of cementite, but after this is
accomplished, the temperature must be selected to obtained the proper amount of
ferrite and austenite to obtain good ductility of the final microstructure (through IA
ferrite) as well as an austenite stable enough so it does not transform to martensite
during subsequent heat treatments and quenching.
Dilatometric analysis is broadly applied to investigate the volume change dur-
ing IA [73, 6]. The volume change is the result mainly of the formation of the
ferrite+austenite microstructure. The volume expansion of ferrite takes place in
the initial microstructure along with the heating process. While the temperature is
higher than Ac1, the austenite nucleates at the interface between pearlite and fer-
rite. Because of the low chemical potential of carbon, austenite absorbs the carbon
in pearlite until the alloy reaches the temperature Acθ. Acθ is the temperature de-
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fined as that at which austenite completely replaces pearlite in volume, so the carbon
content in austenite is high at this temperature [83, 93, 6]. Carbon, subsequently,
diffuses from austenite to ferrite which drives it transforming to austenite.
Many factors can affect the phase transformation during IA, for example, heat-
ing rate, initial microstructure and chemical composition [6, 31] etc. The interstitial
elements (C and N) diffuse at very begining of the heat treatment. As the heat
treatment progresses, the diffusion of the substitutional elements (Mn, Si etc.) dom-
inates the stability of the phases. The alloying elements may seggregate to the phase
interfaces, which impeds the diffusion of the other elements [59, 58]. An example is
that the higher phosphorus (P) depresses silicon (Si) diffusion in ferrite and further
slows the transformation rate in IA treatment. The more chemical elements in the
alloy tends to slow the rate of transformation because of the partitioning between
ferrite and austenite and high alloy contents usually result in very long times to
achieve thermodynamic equilibrium [47, 46, 26]. For mass production, the limited
heat treated time implies that the alloy never achieves equilibrium after IA treat-
ment. As a result, thermodynamic equilibrium stands as the upper boundary of the
partitioning of the substutional elements as well as the extreme case of the austenite
stability.
It is reported that the alloy is heated up from room temperature to 1053K - 1153K
(in general) [55]; along with the heating process, the volume of ferrite and pearlite
expand because of the thermal energy. It is reported that if the alloy is cold rolled
before heating, the residual stresses will be relaxed, the crystallographic texture will
be changed as well [6]. More importantly, cementite will be dissoluted/spherodized
and produces sufficient carbon atoms for the formation of austenite in this process
[93]. While the temperature reaches Acθ which is defined as the cementite depleted
temperature, the α to γ transformation is more obvious. Also, the carbon content
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in austenite can be as high as 0.75 wt% [6].
2.3 Bainitic Isothermal Transformation
After IA, the alloy is usually quenched and held at relatively lower temperature
(623K-723K, [55]) to transform the IA austenite into bainite. A proper quenching
rate is required to avoid the formation of the ferrite and cementite [29]. The holding
process is known as the Bainitic Isothermal Transformation (BIT) treatment. The
temperature for BIT treatment (TBIT ) has to be lower than the bainite start temper-
ature, TBs which can be estimated by empirical formulas [96, 19] or thermodynamic
models [12, 32]. In order to suppress the formation of martensite, TBIT is generally
chose higher than TMs. Selecting a lower temperature results in a fraction of the IA
austenite being transformed into (athermal) martensite.
While the nature of the bainitic transformation is still subject to considerable
debate, in this worl we assume that the nucleation of bainitic ferrite occurs in a
diffusional manner, while its growth is assume to be diffusionless. This is the so-
called displacive transformation assumption for bainitic transformation. Under the
displacive transformation model, the bainitic transformation is rather unique as the
bainite microstructure results from a diffusional partitioning of carbon from bainite
nuclei into the austenite matrix, followed by an almost instantaneous growth of
bainite subunits [13, 17, 16]. Carbon diffuses out of the new forming bainite nucleus
and is repelled after the growth of the bainite. Because the temperature is low, the
substitutional elements do not obtain the sufficient driving forces to diffuse. From
a thermodynamic view point, this condition is more consistent with the so-called
para-equilibrium condition. This thermodynamic condition results when interstitials
diffuse much faster than substitional elements. Under this displacive transformation
model for bainitic transformation, the growth process is similar to the formation of
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martensite.
The carbon content in retained austenite is also important for predicting the vol-
ume fraction of retained austenite, after BIT. While the bainitic ferrite grows at the
expense of austenite, carbon is expelled from ferrite and enriches austenite. If we
assume that the growth associated to the transformation is partitionless, the avail-
able driving force for the bainitic transformation steadily decreases as the remaining
austenite increases its carbon content. Eventually, when the Gibbs energies of the
ferrite and austenite phases are the same, the driving force completely vanishes. This
thermodynamic point is known as the so-called T0 condition. If one were to neglect
any mechanical interaction between the growing bainite subunit and the austenite,
the associated composition to T0 would correspond to the maximum enrichment of
austenite by carbon during BIT at a given temperature. However, in order for the
bainite nucleus to grow it is necessary to overcome a so-called stored energy barrier.
Accounting for this extra barrier for the bainitic transformation results in the so-
called T′0 temperature, originally defined by Bhadeshia and collaborators [12]. After
anlyzing multiple alloys and heat treatments, Bhadeshia and collaborators arrived at
a value of 400 Jmol−1 for this mechanical energy barrier. This extra energy barrier
results in a lower limit for the maximum carbon enrichment of austenite after BIT.
As mentioned above, cementite is one of the undesired phases in TRIP steels
because its formation essentially constitutes a carbon sink that prevents carbon en-
richment of retained austenite. Although cementite can be dissolved by selecting the
proper TIA, cementite can form during the BIT treatment since the driving force for
cementite formation is thermodynamically favorable. Even if the thermodynamics is
favorable, this transformation is rather complex and the nucleation of cementite re-
quires a minimum incubation time, which is in turn the result of the thermodynamic
driving force as well as the relevant rates for atomic motion of carbon in the matrix.
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A common strategy to control the formation of cementite during BIT is to limit
the BIT time below the incubation time for a given temperature [37]. A perhaps
more robust approach to control the formation of cementite during BIT is to control
the treatment so the alloy never exceeds the so-called para-equilibrium austenite-
cementite condition. As long as the carbon enrichment is lower than para-Eq. γ− θ,
cementite can be suppressed because of the insufficient driving force [52, 3].
While the diffusionless nature of the bainitic transformation seems to be backed
up by experimental evidence [17, 16, 15], it has been observed that the carbon con-
centration in retained austenite is higher than the corresponding value indicated by
T′0 [82, 90]. Essentially, this means that the transformation from austenite to ferrite
happens even though the thermodynamic driving force is zero (or even negative).
To resolve this issue, it has been suggested that the distribution of carbon in the
remaining austenite is not homogeneous and a highly carbon-enriched austenite film
exists adjascent to bainite subunits [54, 20]. If this hypothesis holds, this means
that understanding (and controlling) the kinetics of carbon expulsion from bainitic
ferrite and redistribution into retained austenite is essential to predict the maximum
enrichment of austenite during BIT at arbitrary temperatures [33].
In order to understand the phase transition process during BIT, there are many
semi-empirical models having been developed in order to estimate the transformation
time (TTT diagram). These works can basically be divided into three categories: (1)
displacive-diffusionless [34, 67, 78] (2) diffusion controlled [76, 77, 65] and (3) conven-
tional models (Zener-Hillert type formula, Avrami equation etc. [49, 18, 38, 60, 95].
On the other hand, the diffusional controlled model is also developed for bainitic
transformation. [76, 77, 65, 75]. This model is based on classic nucleation theory
and Trivedi model to calculate the growth rate of the bainitic ferrite. These models
are based on different physical concepts and utilizing some empirical parameters to
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interpret the experimental results. They are successful at interpreting the restuls of
some alloys. However, whenever the chemical composition is dramatically changed,
the re-calibration of the models and the determination of new fitting parameters is
required.
In this work, the emphasis is put on the carbon enrichment in retained austenite
because the C is the main austenite stabilizer [81]. Thermodynamic model pro-
vides the fundamental understanding of the phase transformation include both IA
and BIT. The kinetic model is employed to interpret the para-equilibrium condi-
tion during BIT and the upper bound of carbon content in retained austenite. The
theoretical prediction can be utilized as the upper and lower bounds of the bainitic
transformation.
2.4 Genetic Algorithms
Even if the theoretical models properly predicts the micro-structure after arbi-
trary heat treatment, the computational cost for sequential calculation is not afford-
able if one is to design a new alloy. Thus, computational algorithms are required to
minimize the number of the attempts in the searching process. Genetic algorithms
(GAs) a the potential method to couple the theoretical models developed to predict
phase constitution as a function of heat treatment (and chemistry) to the alloy design
process.
GA is a computer based optimization algorithm which imitates (to a certain
degree) the process of natural evolution of populations by implementing random
variation of the ’genomes’ corresponding to possible solutions to the optimization
problem at hand, with directed selection of the individuals that pass their genes to
subsequent generations (Darwinian survival of the fittest evolution) [36, 80]. This
type of optimization methodoloty is suitable for problems with non-analytical, multi-
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dimensional solution landscapes and GA-based approaches have been shown to per-
form efficiently in a wide range of domain searching problems [85, 51]. Micro genetic
algorithm (µ-GA) is one of the random-evolutionary numerical techniques in a small
population. It is found that µ-GA performs very well in evolving rate which reduces
the computational cost further [23]. This method has already been utilized for many
alloy design investigations [89, 30, 94, 53].
In this work, we focus on the development of physics-based approaches for the
prediction of phase constitution as a function of heat treatment (and alloying) in
TRIP steels, while the µ-GA approach is utilized as the searching engine to locate
the composition and treatment(s) that result in optimal phase constitution.
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3. INTER-CRITICAL ANNEALING
As mentioned above, the inter-critical annealing (IA) treatment has the purpose of
decomposing the initial ferritic+pearlitic microstructure and to form instead a dual-
phase microstructure consisting of ferrite and austenite. As the cementite in pearlite
is dissolved, the excess carbon is partitioned into the austenite. The temperature
at which the IA treatment carried out controls the relative phase fractions between
austenite and ferrite. This in turn controls the carbon enrichment of IA austenite:
the more ferrite is formed, the more carbon has to be partitioned into austenite,
given the very small solubility of carbon in ferrite.
The process of IA equilibration can be investigated through the use of both
thermodynamic and kinetic approaches. In this chapter, the CALPHAD method is
applied to estimate the equilibrium state of the alloy at each temperature, while a
kinetic simulation is implemented in order to simulate the ferrite/austenite system
as it approaches equilibrium. This model takes into account the finite diffusivity of
the different substitutional and interstitial elements in the different phases.
3.1 The CALPHAD Method
The CALPHAD method consists of a systematic description of the phase stability
of phases through the development of thermodynamic databases that contain infor-
mation on how the Gibbs energies of phases depend on composition, temperature,
pressure, etc. Since the process is systematic and hierarchical, CALPHAD usually
enables consistent descriptions of the thermodynamic properties of phases. To date,
the thermodynamics of steel alloys is perhaps one of the most successful examples of
the application of the CALPHAD approach.
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In a binary system, the total free energy can generally be expressed as [63]:
G =
2∑
1
xkG
srf
k − T · Scon +GE (3.1)
where x is the mole fraction of the composition.
Gsrfk is the free energy of the ideal mixture of the species. This is the quantity
reflecting the material properties in different environments; for example, the ferro-
magnetic transition model is used for estimating the heat capacity changing between
ferromagnetic and paramagnetic states as well as the high order polynomial as func-
tion of temperature for the regular change with temperature. There are also many
other models for different proposed conditions are included in the thermodynamic
database.
Scon is the configuration entropy which corresponds to the random mixing of the
species and can be expressed as [27]:
Scon = −R[x1ln(x1) + x2ln(x2)] (3.2)
GE is the excess Gibbs free energy which is the results from non-idea mixing of
the solution and can be written as [63]
GE = x1x2
z
2
[E12 − 0.5(E11 + E22)] (3.3)
x1 and x2 are the mole fraction of species 1 and 2. z is the number of bonds. E11,
E22 and E12 are the bonding energies between atoms 1-1, 2-2 and 1-2. The Gibbs
free energy of the phase therefore can be calculated based on parameters that can be
determined trough phase equilibrium experiments, thermochemical measurements as
well as first-principles calculations.
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In this work, the commercial code TQ interface developed by Thermocalc is uti-
lized to access the TCFE6 (V6.2) and MOBFE1 (V1.0) databases, which are the state
of the art thermodynamic and kinetic databases for steel alloys, respectively. Some
subroutines from TQ interface are also embedded in the calculating processes for
calculating Gibbs free energy, and chemical composition in each phases, determining
the thermodynamic equilibrium state, etc.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.1: Thermodynamic analysis for Fe-0.32C-1.42Mn-1.56Si (a) phase diagram
(b) the equilibrium state including the chemical composition and volume fraction of
the austenite
Phase diagrams of systems can be calculated through the minimization of the
total free energy of the system (as Fig 3.1). In this work, thermodynamic calcula-
tions were used to calculate the phase diagram of a typical TRIP-steel composition.
As shown in Fig. 3.1(a), austenite can be observed at temperatures higher than
985 K (Ac1). In order to stabilize austenite, higher carbon (C) and manganese (Mn)
concentrations are necessary. Because cementite is dissolved completely at 1003 K
(Acθ), austenite has a maximum C concentration, while the Mn content decreases
with larger austenite phase fraction.
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A simple prediction for the stability of austenite against its martensitic trans-
formation upon quenching can be made according to the equation developed by
Ishida[42]:
TMs = 818− 330wC − 23wMn − 7wSi (3.4)
where, the concentration is in weight percent (wt%). According to the composition
in austenite (Fig. 3.1(b)), TMs is about 526 K when the composition of austenite
corresponds to the equilibrium state at 985 K (Fig. 3.2). On the other hand, when
the composition of austenite corresponds to the equilibrium state at 1003 K, TMs
is about 541 K.From these simple calculations, it can be seen that the lower TIA
produces more stable austenite, however, its volume fraction is diminished.
Figure 3.2: The predicted TMs and Vf(Aus) after different TIA treatments
The existence of ferrite (IA-ferrite) in the microstructure of TRIP-assisted steels
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is important as well, since this phase contributes—due to its softness—in great part
to the ductility of the alloy. While TIA is higher than Acθ, the transformation of
the austenite consumes ferrite which dilutes the carbon concentration in austenite.
Therefore, it can be proposed that under full equilibrium assumption, IA treatment is
preferred at Acθ. However, it is clear that under equilibrium condition, the existence
of cementite causes very different the composition in austenite especially with regards
to Mn and C. It also affects the following quenching and BIT treatment and they
will be discussed in the coming chapter.
3.2 Kinetic Model
As the base alloy is heated from room temperature to TIA, austenite nucleates at
the ferrite grain boundary. Because cementite provides sufficient carbon, the growing
austenite firstly consumes the cementite phase until it is depleted (at temperature
Acθ) [6]. Following the diffusion of the chemical constituents of the alloy, ferrite
transforms into austenite until the alloy reaches full equilibrium. The particular
phase fractions of the constituents of the dual-phase IA microstructure depends on
the temperature of the treatment, TIA.
To simulate the reaction of the alloy during IA, the diffusion controlled, one-
dimentional model, implemented in DICTRA is used [59, 58, 47, 46, 7]. According
to Fick’s first and second law, the species k diffusing in phase i can be described as:
J ik = −Dik
∂wik
∂x
(3.5)
∂wik
∂t
=
∂
∂x
(Dik
∂wik
∂x
) (3.6)
The diffusion coefficient Dik can be calculated by the driving force (∂µ
i
k/∂c
i
k)
and phenomenological parameter which is obtained from thermodynamic database,
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TCFE6 (V6.2), and kinetic database, Mobfe1 (V1.0) [4, 7].
Due to the concentration difference, by mass conservation, the interface velocity,
vγ−αint can be presented as:
vγ−αint. =
Jγk − Jαk
wγk − wαk
(3.7)
wγk and w
α
k are the concentration of the k species at γ−α interface on γ and α sides.
In this work, a commercial software – DICTRA (V26), is utilized to simulate
the phase transformation. Because the dissolution rate of cementite is much faster
than the ferrite-austenite transformation, the initial conditions for the simulation
are assumed as equilibrium at the temperature higher than Acθ. Fe-0.142C-1.35Mn-
1.31Si is the alloy examined by Katsamas et al. [47, 46]. The alloy is assumed to be
at the equilibrium state at 1023 K (750oC) at which the volume fraction of ferrite
and austenite and the chemical composition in each phase are listed in Table 3.1.
Based on this initial condition, the alloy is simulated as being heated up to 1053 K,
1083 K, 1123 K, 1143 K and 1223 K at a rate of 10oC/s. Whenever the system
reaches the desired temperature, the alloy is held at this temperature for 90 seconds.
Fig. 3.3 shows the present calculations. Our calculations show good agreement with
the work done by Katsamas et al. [47, 46].
Table 3.1: The equilibrium state of Fe-0.142C-1.35Mn-1.31Si at 1023K (the compo-
sition is in -wt%)
Vf wC wMn wSi
Austenite 0.285 0.47 2.42 1.08
Ferrite 0.715 1.15E-2 0.92 1.40
With an alloy with the nominal composition of Fe-0.32C-1.42Mn-1.56Si, the full
equilibrium Acθ is about 1003 K, therefore, the initial conditions should be higher
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Figure 3.3: The examination of the kinetic model for IA comparing to the work in
[47]
than this temperature and it is chosen as 1016 K in this work (as Table 3.2). The grain
size is determined from experimental characterization to be about 10µm. The alloy
is heated from 1016 K by 10 K/s to 1045 K and subsequently held until equilibrium
is reached. After the testing of the grid size, 128 grid points are used.
Table 3.2: The equilibrium state of Fe-0.32C-1.42Mn-1.56Si at 1016K (the composi-
tion is in -wt%)
Vf wC wMn wSi
Austenite 0.525 0.59 2.03 1.35
Ferrite 0.475 1.46E-2 0.74 1.80
The results from simulation are compared with experiments in Fig. 3.4. In
the simulation, longer holding times at TIA result in a monotonic increase in the
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volume fraction of austenite as the system reaches equilibrium. This state, however,
is reached, even at these elevated temperatures, over a very long time (hundreds of
days). This is not practical in real applications and we consider these calculations
as the upper bound for the partitioning of the elements.
Experimental results are obtained from reference [97] as Fig. 3.5. The sample is
heated up to 1223 K and processed 573 K through Equal Channel Angular Pressing
(ECAP) twice to homogenize the structure. It is then cut into 8 mm x 3 mm x 1 mm
for heat treatment. The samples are then subject to IA treatment corresponding to
the simulations. Comparing with theoretical results (Fig. 3.6), the volume fraction
of austenite changes dramatically with time. As mentioned, both heating rate and
initial micro-structure affect the phase transformation during IA. In this sample, the
grain size is small and more importantly the microstructure is more homogeneous.
Actually, the homogeneous distribution of cementite causes the distribution of com-
position being more non-homogeneous. This is because the concentration of Mn and
C in cementite is much higher than in ferrite (Table 3.3). The same situation for
Si content which is much higher in ferrite then cementite. The interactions between
species are more dramatic, which may affect the moving interface and the diffusion
rate of the species. As a consequence, the evolution of the micro-structure during IA
is not properly simulated by the present model.
Table 3.3: The equilibrium state of Fe-0.32C-1.42Mn-1.56Si at 300K (the composition
is in -wt%)
Vf wC wMn wSi
Ferrite 0.95 6.56E-11 2.04E-4 1.64
Cementite 0.05 6.72 29.83 4.72E-11
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Figure 3.4: The transformation of austenite at TIA=1045K as function of time; the
experiments are done by R. Zhu
(a) (b)
Figure 3.5: The optical microscopy images (a) before ECAP (b) after ECAP 2C
processing [97]
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Figure 3.6: The predicted wγC and volume fraction of austenite after IA under
different conditions: EQ and PE are the predictions under equilibrium and para-
equilibrium conditions
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4. BAINITE ISOTHERMAL TRANSFORMATION
Thermodynamic calculations provide information to understand the thermody-
namic state of the phases during BIT treatment. However, these calculations are
always done under the assumption of homogeneity in the microstructure, which in
turn achieves equilibrium. In this chapter, the kinetic models are also introduced
to describe the time dependent micro-structure evolution and the diffusion of the
alloying elements.
4.1 Bainite Isothermal Transformation
In order to to allow the transformation of IA austenite into bainite, the isothermal
holding temperature (TBIT ) must be higher than the martensitic start temperature
(TMs) of the IA-austenite and must be lower than the bainite start temperature
(TBs). Since IA-ferrite is stable below Ac1 [44], the thermodynamic analysis for BIT
treatment can be carried out by considering only IA-austenite, with its chemical
composition corresponding to that at the end of IA ( point (1) in Fig. 1.1). Within
this temperature range, carbon is proposed to diffuse into austenite under para-
equilibrium condition during bainitic nucleation (para-equilibrium means only carbon
can diffuse across the interface in this case). In contrast to the bainite nucleation
process, the growth rate of the bainite subunits is very fast and it is assumed to
occur in a diffusionless fashion. [13]
Despite existing uncertainties regarding the specific mechanisms for the bainitic
transformation, extensive work by Bhadeshia and others suggest that the bainitic
transformation is only thermodynamically possible when (1) the maximum driving
force ( 4GMax) overcomes the so-called universal nucleation energy (4GN)and (2)
the diffusionless driving force (4Gγ→α) is greater than stored energy (4GSE) [12].
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These two conditions are illustrated in Fig. 4.1.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.1: The schematic diagram for estimating the driving force for BIT[12]:
∆GMAX is the maximum driving force for the nucleation of the bainite; ∆G
γ→α
stands the diffusionless driving force; in order to initiate the bainitic transformation,
the maximum driving force must be higher than the nucleation energy (∆GN); the
∆Gγ→α must be lower than -400 J/mol to keep the growing process
The universal nucleation energy is essential for the prediction of TBs. However,
this ∆GN is an empirical quantity which was determined by comparing experimen-
tally determined TBs with the chemical driving force for the bainitic transformation
obtained from thermodynamic calculations using specific thermodynamic databases.
In previous work, it was reported as ∆GN = 3.637(T − 273.18) + 2540 [2, 67].
Unfortunately, if one is to use these ideas with different thermodynamic databases,
it is necessary to adjust this function. In this work, this quantity is re-fitted by us-
ing the Thermo-Calc database TCFE6 (V6.2) (as Fig. 4.2(a)), and obtained the
following function:
∆GN = 4.736T − 4769 (4.1)
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.2: (a) The fitting curve for universal nucleation based on TCFE6 database;
the empirical data is obtained from [19, 96]; (b) the effective driving force
In order to predict the thermodynamic stability limit for the formation of bainite
one must also calculate the maximum chemical driving force for the formation of
bainite, which is given by [9]:
∆GMax = RTln(
a(wαFe)
a(wγFe)
) (4.2)
where a(wαFe) and a(w
γ
Fe) are the Fe chemical activities in bainitic ferrite under para-
equilibrium conditions (considering only the partition of C) and the carbon content in
austenite is corresponding to the instantaneous composition of the austenite matrix.
To verify that the calculations yield the quantitative results, the effective driving
force (∆GMax−∆GN) calculated using the updated universal nucleation energy and
the chemical driving forces calculated using Thermo-Calc and compare it with the
results obtained using the MUCG83 code as Fig. 4.2(b).
If one assumes that the growth of bainite plates occurs in a partitionless fashion,
then the available chemical driving force for the transformation is given by the Gibbs
free energy difference between austenite and ferrite Gγ − Gα at the instantaneous
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composition of the austenite matrix.
As the bainitic transformation progresses, this driving force starts to decrease
with the composition change until it vanishes completely. This critical composition
as a function of temperature is denoted as T0. The transformation of austenite
into bainite also requires overcoming a mechanical energy barrier associated to the
mechanical interactions between the growing bainite plate at the expense of the
austenite matrix. This so-called stored energy (4GSE) is the energy necessary to
support the shape deformation as bainite is forming and has been estimated by
Bhadeshia to be about -400 J/mol [12]. As the transformation progresses, carbon
is ejected from the growing bainite and enriches the residual austenite. With the
increasing carbon content in untransformed austenite, the diffusionless driving force
is decreasing until it equals the stored energy. This thermodynamic constraint to the
bainitic transformation is denoted as T′0.
4.2 Martensitic Transformation (TMs, TMf )
Depending on the chemical composition and heat treatment, Martensite may
occupy 1% to 5% total volume of TRIP steel [55]. In the present alloy, the further
carbon partitioning from martensite into austenite is not considered and the design
of the heat treatments is developed around the idea of minimizing the formation of
martensite, through the control of the IA and BIT treatment parameters.
In the two-step heat treatment investigated in this work, martensite may form
after rapid quenching to BIT (point (2) in Fig. 1.1) or after quenching from BIT
to room temperature (point (4) in Fig. 1.1). In other words, if TBIT is higher than
TMs after IA (TBIT > TMs,1) and TMs after BIT is lower than room temperature
(TMs,2 < 300K), martensitic transformation can be avoided.
Although there are many models being built to predict TMs [42, 40, 35, 24], in
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this work, a thermodynamics-based model is implemented: the free energy barrier
(4GMs) to martensitic transformation is in the range of 1100 to 1400 J/mol while
the molar fraction of carbon is between 0.01 to 0.06 [8] and in this case, we can
estimate TMs by calculating the diffusionless driving force:
∆Gγ→α < ∆GMs (4.3)
Fig. 4.3 compares the martensite start temperature (TMs) using different ap-
proaches, including the calculations using the thermodynamic arguments described
in Eq. 4.3. The figure shows that the thermodynamic model provides lower austenite
stability than Andrew’s model [5, 87] and close to Ishida’s model [42].
Figure 4.3: The predicted martensite start temperature of Fe-0.32C-1.42Mn-1.56Si
[42, 5]
Due to the diffusionless nature of martensite, the volume fraction of martensite
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at arbitrary temperatures below TMs is calculated using the K-M relation [50, 21]:
VfM = 1− exp[−0.011(TMs − T )] (4.4)
Compared to bainite or ferrite, martensite possesses higher carbon content. This
means that the formation of martensite can lower the carbon enrichment of austenite
and reduce its stability against martensitic transformation upon cooling from TBIT
to room temperature. As mentioned above, the formation of the martensite can be
avoided by heat treatments. As shown in Fig. 4.4, if TBIT is higher than TMs,1,
Vf(Mar,1) is, in principle, zero. If carbon content is higher than w273, the austenite
will be retained at 0 oC. In this case, there is no martensite while the alloy is at
temperatures above 0 oC. The red triangle in Fig. 4.4 constitutes the optimum area
in which the formation of martensite can be suppressed and constitutes the ideal
design window for the selection of the heat-treatment temperatures.
Figure 4.4: The schematic diagram for precluding martensitic transformation at
optimum TBIT
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We would like to note that the existence of this martensite-free design window
is not guaranteed for an arbitrary alloy composition. Based on the full equilibrium
calculation while TIA=1045 K, the chemical composition is Fe-0.47C-1.76Mn-1.42Si
in austenite. According to the described model, the phase diagram for BIT is calcu-
lated as Fig. 4.5. In this case, in order to avoid the formation of the martensite after
IA, TBIT should be higher than 649 K; on the other hand, it needs to be lower than
485 K in order to guarantee sufficient enrichment of austenite to stabilize it against
martensitic transformation upon quenching to room temperature. It is obvious that,
in this alloy, it is impossible to suppress the martensitic transformation after this
IA treatment. Neither do the cases with TIA is 1023 or 1083 K as shown in Fig.
4.6 (the inputs for phase diagram are as Table 4.1). This means the red triangle in
Fig. 4.4 does not exist and martensitic transformation can not be avoided based on
thermodynamic calculations.
Figure 4.5: The calculated phase diagram for BIT as TIA=1045K
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Table 4.1: The equilibrium composition of Fe-0.32C-1.42Mn-1.56Si alloy at different
TIAs
w(C) w(Mn) w(Si)
TIA=1023 K 0.56 1.96 1.36
TIA=1045 K 0.47 1.76 1.42
TIA=1083 K 0.34 1.53 1.48
(a) (b)
Figure 4.6: The phase diagram for BIT while (a) TIA=1023K (b) TIA=1083K
4.3 Application of the Thermodynamic Analysis to Experiments
As discussed in chapter III, the system is not properly simulated by the present
theoretical model and thermodynamic analysis provides only a limiting case for the
expected phase constitution after IA. In order to approach the full equilibrium state
in experiments, two hours holding for IA is tested and six sets of conditions for ex-
periments are listed as Table 4.2 and 4.3. The heat treated time for BIT is estimated
by diffusion controlled model [76, 77] which is introduced in the coming chapter.
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Table 4.2: The empirical results from different heat treatments [61]
Treatment A B C D
IA 1023 K, 2 hrs 1045 K, 2 hrs
BIT 613 K, 12 mins 613 K, 15 mins 643 K, 15 mins 693 K, 5 mins
Vf(Aus) 11.73 ± 2.5% 11.85 ± 3.04% 18.61 ± 1.54% 20.40 ± 1.84%
Vf(Fer) - 41.20 ± 0.8%
wγMn - 1.48
wγSi - 1.49
wγC2 - 1.12 1.22 1.21
Table 4.3: The empirical results from different heat treatments - continued [61]
Treatment E F
IA 1083 K, 2hrs 1045 K, 10 mins
BIT 613 K, 15 mins 613 K, 15 mins
Vf(Aus) 7.37 ± 1.04% 11.56 ± 3.25%
Vf(Fer) 15.10 ± 0.5% 52.70 ± 3.0%
wγMn 1.5 1.40
wγSi 1.43 1.70
wγC2 1.29 1.09
4.3.1 Different TIA, Constant TBIT
According to Table 4.2, in treatment A, B and E, three different IA temperatures,
1023, 1045 and 1083 K, are applied while TBIT is fixed at 613 K. As mentioned above,
the thermodynamic predictions in Fig. 4.7(a) shows about 50% error comparing with
experimental results. The discrepancy is blamed to the competition between carbon
diffusion and phase transformation during BIT[90]. It is indicated that the carbon
enrichment in retained austenite is actually closer to the T0 curve in phase diagram
instead of T′0 [82, 44, 43].
The results show that the T0 criterion agrees well with experiments if one con-
siders that the thermodynamic limit to the bainitic transformation is actually T′0. Of
course, if one takes into account the mechanical barrier to the growth of austenite,
and if one accepts the diffusionless nature of the bainitic transformation, this implies
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.7: The volume fraction of retained austenite after two-step heat treatment
(a) the same TBIT and different TIA (b) the same TIA and different TBIT [61]
that the transformation progresses even if the thermodynamic driving force is ex-
hausted or actually is negative, which is impossible from the thermodynamic stand
point. In the next chapter, further analysis of this process will be carried out and it
will be shown how the apparent controversy can be resolved.
4.3.2 Different TBIT , Constant TIA
Schedules B, C and D correspond to treatments with the same TIA at 1045 K and
TBIT at 613, 643 and 693 K. As shown above in Fig. 4.7(b), the use of T
′
0 or T0 as
the thermodynamic limit for the bainitic transformation is not consistent does with
the experimentally determined volume factions of austenite. For each treatment,
the observed amount of retained austenite is higher than the predicted one with
dramatic qualitative differences with respect to the experimental observations. This
discrepancy suggests that the carbon content in austenite after IA and BIT must be
significantly higher than what one would predict using the thermodynamic approach.
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4.4 Reverse Calculation
Experiments shown in Fig. 4.7(b) suggest that the carbon enrichment of the
retained austenite after BIT is higher than what one would predict based on the
thermodynamic limit (T′0/T0). In this section, this possibility is investigated: at the
same time the thermodynamic model is used by combining thermodynamic analysis
along with experimental observations. This approach is termed as ’reverse calcula-
tion’ because we are trying to solve an inverse problem: given some experimental
information about the state of the alloy after BIT and IA, what is the likely evolu-
tion of carbon in order to be consistent with experiments. Essentially, we propose to
use this approach to estimate the carbon content in austenite before and after BIT,
using the following input from experiments: (1) volume fraction of retained austen-
ite (Vf(Aus,4)), (2) volume fraction of inter-critical ferrite (Vf(Fer)), weight fraction
of (3) manganese (wγMn) and (4) silicon (w
γ
Si) in austenite after IA. The reader is
referred back to Fig. 1.1(a).
1. The first step in this approach is to guess the weight fraction of carbon in
retained austenite (wγC,2) after BIT. With this estimate and the inputs from
experiments, TMs,2 can be predicted by using Eq. (4.3). If TMs,2 is higher than
room temperature (300 K), the martensitic transformation is expected upon
the cooling from TBIT to room temperature. The volume fraction of martensite
generated at this step is predicted as:
V f(Mar, 2)
V f(Mar, 2) + V f(Aus, 4)
= 1− exp[−0.011(TMs,2 − 300)] (4.5)
2. The second step is to guess is the weight fraction of carbon in austenite before
the BIT treatment (wγC,1) which is at stage (2) in Fig. 1.1(a). The calculation
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is similar to the first step, Vf(Mar,1) can be estimated by Eq. (4.4).
3. With these calculations, the volume fraction of bainite can be presented as:
V f(Bai) = 1− V f(Fer)− V f(Mar, 1)− V f(Mar, 2)− V f(Aus, 4) (4.6)
4. Applying the lever rule with the supposed carbon concentrations before and
after BIT (wγC,1 and w
γ
C,2), the volume fraction of bainite can also be calculated
as: [67]
V f(Bai) =
wγC,2 − wγC,1
wγC,2 − wpara,αC
(4.7)
where wpara,αC is the carbon concentration in bainite under para-equilibrium
condition.
5. By using Eq. (4.6) and (4.7), the corresponding set of wγC,1 and w
γ
C,2 can be
found at TBIT .
4.4.1 Validation
In order to verify this ’reverse thermodynamic analysis’, the conventional ’for-
ward’ calculation is used as control. For this forward calculation, TIA and TBIT are
chosen as 1003 K and 528 K, respectively. In the reverse calculation, there are two
inter-dependent austenite carbon compositions, corresponding to the state of the al-
loy before and after BIT. For a given ’guess’ for the carbon content in austenite at
the end of BIT there will be a corresponding carbon concentration in IA-austenite.
This approach is illustrated in Fig. 4.8.
One of the results of this reverse analysis corresponds to a state with 15.4%
volume of bainite, which is close to the prediction by forward calculation. Comparing
Vf(Mar), wγC,1 and w
γ
C,2, the relative error being less than 1%. The results are listed
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Figure 4.8: The paired results obtained by reverse calculations; (TIA=1003 K,
TBIT=528 K)
in Table 4.4.
According to the forward calculation in Table 4.4, wγC,1 under equilibrium con-
dition at 1003 K is 0.656 wt% and the manganese and silicon contents in austenite
are about 2.18 and 1.32 wt%. On the other hand, the inter-critical ferrite occupies
52.9% of the total volume. If the maximum carbon content in retained austenite
meets the T′0 curve, at 528 K, w
γ
C,2 should be about 1.227 wt%. According to lever
rule and K-M relation ( Eq. (4.4), and (4.7) ),the martensite and bainite should
take 20.1% and 15.3% of total volume respectively, while the volume fraction of the
retained austenite is about 11.7%. Comparing to forward calculation, reverse cal-
culation provides all the possible cases to interpret the observations in experiments.
This helps to understand the carbon diffusion through the heat treatment.
We now apply the reverse calculation to examine treatments B and E in Table 4.2:
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Table 4.4: The predicted state of the product alloy (TIA=1003 K, TBIT=528 K)
Vf(Mar) Vf(Bai) wγC,1 w
γ
C,2
Forward 0.201 0.153 0.656 1.227
Reverse 0.200 0.154 0.659 1.227
1. After treatment B, wγC,2 is in the range of 1.14 wt% to 1.22 wt% by reverse
calculation and 1.12 wt% by XRD measurement [97]. The corresponding wγC,1
should be within 0.53 to 0.63 wt% in order to be consistent with the observed
enrichment. This enrichment of IA-austenite is only possible if the alloy does
not achieve full equilibrium after IA. As mentioned above, this is exactly the
case when using IA treatment times in the order of minutes to hours [97] with
TIA in the order of 1045 K. Even in the case of the alloy treated for 2 hours,
the composition is still far away from equilibrium at 1045 K.
2. On the other hand, in the case of treatment E, wγC,2 is 1.29 wt% by XRD.
Using the reverse calculation, if wγC,2 is 1.29 wt%, the corresponding w
γ
C,1 is
0.358 wt%. This predicted value is close to 0.343 wt% which corresponds to
the equilibrium state at 1083 K. With this low carbon content, martensite
forms during quenching process after IA. Therefore, Vf(Mar,1) in treatment
E is larger than in treatment B because of wγC,1. Even at the same TBIT ,
treatment E results in significantly more martensite than B. This is the reason
why the treatment E makes higher carbon enrichment but lower volume of
retained austenite.
3. From the analysis of these two treatments, it is evident that the closer the
alloy is to equilibrium the less carbon is dissolved in austenite. On the other
hand, under non-equilibrium conditions significant further enrichment of IA-
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austenite can be achieved. This observation is validated by analyzing another
experiment, labeled as F in Table 4.2. In treatment F, the alloy is inter-critical
annealed for 15 mins at 1045 K. The predicted wγC,1 is 0.55 wt% and Vf(Mar,1)
is zero. According to the time scale in Fig. 3.4, the alloy requires over 115
days to achieve full equilibrium. It explains why two hours treatment at 1045
K (treatment B) does not make obvious difference with 15 mins (treatment F)
when it comes to the amount of retained austenite after BIT.
In the treatment schedules labeled as B, C and D, the alloy samples are treated
using the same IA treatment, so, the chemical composition is ideally identical and it
is very likely that the composition of austenite after IA is also quite similar. Using
the experimental inputs described above, the most likely combinations of carbon
content in austenite before and after BIT are shown in Fig. 4.9.
Figure 4.9: The reverse calculations while TIA=1045 K comparing to the experiments
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In the case of treatment B, the most likely composition of IA-austenite wγC,1 is 0.53
wt%, while in the case of treatment C, this composition is closer to 0.63 wt%. While
there is obviously some uncertainty in the calculations, it is evident that wγC,1 lies
within the 0.53 to 0.63 wt% range after 2 hours at 1045 K. This is significantly higher
than the expected IA-austenite carbon composition under equilibrium conditions, but
it is consistent with a reduced volume fraction of austenite reported in [97].
More importantly, Fig. 4.9 shows that either using the ’reverse analysis’ or XRD
measurements, one can conclude that wγC,2 must be larger than T0. This is per-
haps the reason why the forward calculation under-estimates the volume fraction of
retained austenite. From this analysis, wγC,1 is about 0.06 to 0.16wt% larger than
the thermodynamic limit. This enrichment suppresses the formation of martensite
during the quenching process. This explains why in treatment B, even though wγC,2
is less than T0, the volume fraction of retained austenite can be larger than the
prediction based on using the thermodynamic approach.
Fig. 4.9 shows that in treatments C and D, the carbon enrichment in retained
austenite is beyond T0 curve. It is reported that this super-enrichment of retained
austenite is the result of competition between the bainitic transformation and carbon
diffusion in austenite [90, 34]. This is discussed in the coming chapter.
In the following chapter it will be shown as Fig 4.10 how we can examine the
bainitic transformation using an improved description that takes into account the
heterogeneous distribution of carbon in the retained austenite as the bainitic trans-
formation progresses.
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Figure 4.10: The schematic diagram of the heat treatment to suppress the formation
of cementite
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5. THE KINETIC MODEL FOR BAINITE ISOTHERMAL
TRANSFORMATION
From experimental work performed over the past decades, it has become obvious
that during the bainitic transformation, particularly when it occurs at relatively low
temperature, if there is mass diffusion at all, it must involve almost exclusively car-
bon. This is because the phase transformation rate is much higher than the diffusion
of the substitutional elements. In fact, the bainitic transformation can be considered
to be a ”displacive transformation” [13]. On the other hand, competing explanations
for the bainitic transformation suggest that the transformation is actually controlled
by diffusional processes at the bainite/austenite interface. Such processes even in-
clude redistribution of the substitutional elements. There is thus still a very active
debate regarding the dominant driving forces for the motion of the bainite/austenite
interface. In this chapter, we examine some of the models proposed to describe the
transformation. We then propose an alternative model that resolves some of the
paradoxical results obtained in the experiments.
For estimating the transformation time, a certain amount of empirical or fitting
parameters are always required for all the models. This may cause some accuracy
issues whenever the chemical composition or the environment for experiments are
changed. Solving this problem is not the purpose of this work; on the other hand this
work is focused on investigating the mechanisms by which the alloys studied in the
experiments exhibit (performed by our experimental counterparts in Dr. Karaman’s
group) enrichments that go beyond the thermodynamic limits corresponding to T0
or T ′0.
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5.1 Displacive Transformation Model
Some models for bainitic transformation are based on the idea that suggests that
the phase transformation (nucleation and growth of the bainite subunit) occurs prior
to carbon diffusion [78, 79, 33, 34]. In other words, the bainite sub-unit grows with
high carbon content in a very short time and carbon is repelled from bainite to
austenite after the bainite subunit finishes the growth process. In these models, the
nucleation process consumes most of the time for bainitic transformation [34].
As the driving force overcomes the nucleation energy, the transformation is trig-
gered. In the previous chapter, the universal nucleation energy is modified, corre-
sponding to TCFE6 (V6.2) database as Eq. 4.1. Following Jacques’ model [34], the
transformation criterion is presented as:
F = tanh(−∆Gm −GN
RT
), while |∆GMax| > |GN | (5.1)
∆GMax is the maximum driving force which is the same as 4.2.
Figure 5.1: The schematic diagram for bainitic transformation
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As shown in Fig. 5.1, while the driving force is sufficient to drive the bainitic
transformation, the bainite sub-unit nucleates at the austenite grain boundary and
this is indicated as primary nucleation. The number of nuclei forming during the
time interval dτ is approached by [34]:
dIP = N0 · sγ · ν · F · dτ (5.2)
N0 is the surface density of the potential nucleation site which is fitted as 2 ×
10−4nuclei ·m−2 to experiments. sγ is the remaining austenite grain boundary area,
which is a function of the austenite grain size (L) and volume fraction of residual
austenite (vγ) [34, 67]:
sγ =
2
L
· v
2
3
γ (5.3)
In this model, it is assumed that the bainite sub-unit is in lenticular shape. It
is reported that the aspect ratio of the bainite sub-unit is about 0.025 [88] and the
thickness can be approached by empirical formula tB = 2.0× 10−7 × (T − 528)/150
[67]. The volume of bainite sub-unit can be presented as: (m3)
VUB = 3.2× 10−18pi × (T − 528
150
)3 (5.4)
More bainite may nucleate on top of these primary sub-units. This corresponds to
the so-called auto-catalytic nucleation process. It is related to the primary nucleation
rate, the diameter of the austenite grain (Dγ), the length of a single bainite sub-unit
(lB), and effective driving force. This process is formulated as:
dIa = βa · IP · 2Dγ
pi · lB · F · dτ (5.5)
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where βa is the other fitting parameter. According to Avrami’s extended volume
correction, the change of the bainite volume is
dVB = Vγ · (IP + Ia) · VUB · exp(−4G
γ→α
RT
) · dτ (5.6)
Vγ is the volume of the residual austenite and 4Gγ→α is the diffusionless driving
force which allows austenite transforming into bainite.
In this model, most of the parameters can be obtained by CALPHAD method
with a proper database but three parameters, i.e. the size of bainite sub-unit (VUB),
the potential nucleation site (N0) and βa. The size of bainite sub-unit is decided
by empirical formula which is a statistical result; more importantly, the two fitting
parameters, N0 and βa are not adjusted in this work.
5.2 Austenite Film
Following the bainitic transformation, carbon is repelled from bainite sub-unit
and diffusing into residual austenite under para-equilibrium condition. As more
bainite is generated, austenite receives more carbon which decreases the driving
force for the bainitic transformation and this slows down the transformation rate. If
carbon diffuses without any constrains and distributes homogeneously in austenite,
bainitic transformation stops while austenite reaches the so-called T′0 curve [16].
This corresponds to the so-called thermodynamic limitat for BIT. However, there
are many issues causing the non-homogeneous carbon distribution:
Firstly, carbon diffusion in austenite, while fast, is actually finite in nature and it
does not occur faster than other phenomena associated to the formation and growth
of the bainite sub-unit. Because of the difference of carbon diffusion rate between
bainitic ferrite and austenite, it is usually postulated that carbon escapes bainite in
a fast manner, but accumulates in the austenite matrix immediately adjacent to the
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austenite/bainite interface. At the initial stage of BIT, high carbon concentration
at interface on the austenite side (wγC) leads to the formation of a thin-film-like
carbon-rich austenite phase [20, 54]. The growing bainitic ferrite plate also produces
the austenite film and impedes further carbon diffusion. Theoretically, in austenite,
the ”local” position with lower carbon concentration possesses higher driving force
for bainitic transformation which stands higher probability of nucleation. Carbon
diffusion is constrained between bainitic ferrite plates and does not contribute to the
phase transformation. Therefore, more bainitic ferrite plates are allowed to form and
the ”average” carbon content in retained austenite is higher than the thermodynamic
limitation. This is the reason why T′0 prediction does not match the experiments.
Because the location of a particular nucleation event is highly dependent on the
micro-structure and the local nucleation driving force, the prediction of the kinetics
of the bainitic transformation is highly challenging. In order to predict the maximum
carbon content in retained austenite, some assumptions are postulated: (1) Carbon
diffuses only in +x direction, that is, the direction perpendicular to the major axis
of the bainite sub-unit. Because the aspect ratio is high, the carbon diffusion in the
other direction is neglected. (2) Carbon diffusion in austenite stops while bainite
finishes growing. Under this assumption, austenite films possess maximum carbon
concentration in a minimum volume. (3) Within the austenite film, the volume with
the carbon content less than w
T ′0
C can in principle transform into bainitic ferrite. So,
it is assumed that the carbon content in the range between wC to w
T ′0
C in the film goes
to the residual austenite. The carbon content out of the austenite film corresponds
to the average of the low carbon content film and residual austenite. (4) The next
bainite sub-unit generates the film right at w
T ′0
C ; therefore, carbon is constrained
between bainitic ferrite plates.
As shown in fig. 5.2, the maximum average carbon content in retained austenite
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is proposed under these four assumptions.
Figure 5.2: The schematic diagram for ideal BIT
In order to estimate the stability of the retained austenite, it is important to
know the carbon concentration in austenite film. Since carbon diffusion across the
bainite-austenite interface can be approached by para-equilibrium condition, the car-
bon distribution can be presented by Fick’s second law. One of the analytical so-
lution is approached by employing the dimensionless parameter and obtaining the
concentration profile as[39, 72, 7, 20]:
w(x, td) = w + (w
γα − w)erfc[ x
2(Dtd)0.5
] (5.7)
w and wγα are the carbon content in residual austenite and at interface on austenite
side. D is the average carbon diffusion coefficient and td is the time for decarburizing
the bainitic ferrite plate. This equation can not only be applied to calculate the
carbon concentration in austenite film, but also for estimating td. At temperature T,
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the thickness (tB) of the bainitic ferrite plate can be estimated by empirical formula
and the radius is close to 40tB. By integrating Eq. (5.7), td can be obtained.
td =
pi
16D
(
tB(w − wαγ)
wγα − w )
2 (5.8)
Another approach is made by solving Fick’s second law through the use of the
finite difference method. Because carbon diffusion occurs after the bainite growth,
the movement of the interface is neglected. The governing equation is translated into
the difference equation:
w(x, t+ ∆t) = w(x, t) +
D∆t
∆x2
[w(x+ ∆x, t)− 2w(x, t) + w(x−∆x, t)] (5.9)
When the amount of carbon in austenite film equals to the change in the carbon
concentration in the bainitic ferrite plate, the decarburizing of bainitic ferrite is
finished.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.3: The CCT diagram for bainitic transformation at 613 K, (a) the volume
fraction of bainitic ferrite (b) the average carbon content in retained austenite as
functions of time [62]
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To test the model, the treatment B in Table 4.2 is examined. The alloy is initially
inter-critically annealed at 1045 K and achieves the equilibrium state later. Fig. 5.3
compares the analytical solution with the numerical one. Along with the increasing of
bainitic ferrite, carbon gradually enriches austenite. It is obvious that the analytical
solution predicts higher wγC2 as well as a higher bainitic ferrite volume. This also
corresponds to the decarburizing time calculated as Fig. 5.4. Because the average
carbon content out of austenite film (wC) is increasing with bainitic ferrite volume,
td which is calculated by Eq. (5.8) is also increasing. As Fig. 5.4, the numerical
solution predicts more decarburizing time than the analytical solution. With more
diffusion time, the average carbon content in the film is lower.
Figure 5.4: The decaburize time using analytical and numerical methods
The target of this model is to figure out the upper bound of the austenite stability
after BIT. In other words, the maximum carbon content is required form this model
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which can be approached by the numerical solutions.
5.3 Calibration of Model Parameters
There are several parameters necessary for calculations. From experiments, the
grain size of the austenite is about 10 µm which is the only parameter obtained from
experiments in this work. In order to realize how the other variables affect the results
from this model, a series of test is made.
According to the work done by Jacques and his co-workers, N0 and βa are the
two fitting parameters for this model [34]. These two parameters are reported as
N0 = 2× 10−4 and βa = 1.5.
In Fig. 5.5, seven sets of these two parameters are included in the calculations.
Comparing the cases with different N0, the incubation time is obviously postponed
with smaller N0. This matches the definition of N0: the number of potential nucle-
ation sites.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.5: The CCT diagram calculated by different parameters for BIT at 613 K,
(a) V f(Bai) (b) wγC2 as functions of time
Another interesting comparison is βa which is the fitting parameter that adjusts
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the rate of auto-catalytic nucleation in Eq. 5.5.
In calculations while N0 = 2× 10−4, the change of the βa does not make obvious
difference; however, while N0 = 2 × 10−6, βa clearly tilts the transformation curve.
This is because the transformation rate is dominated by larger N0 for the first three
curves. On the other hand, if the primary nucleation is not rapid, the larger βa
results in higher auto-catalytic nucleation rate and the transformations finishes in
shorter times.
From these two figures, it can be seen how important these two parameters are
for the determination of the transformation time. Unfortunately, in different experi-
mental environments or for different alloys, the new fitting value is required in order
to predict more accurate heat treated time. However, our calculations suggest that
the transformations stop with the same bainitic ferrite volume and wγC2, regardless of
the actual rate of transformation. This can be attributed to the fact that we consider
that carbon diffusion is strictly confined by the bainitic ferrite plate. Whenever the
average carbon content of unchanged austenite reaches w
T ′0
C the transformation stops
no matter how long it takes for the alloy to reach this point. Therefore, the carbon
concentration in austenite film is not related at all to the transformation rate. It is
thus necessary to emphasize the fact that instead of predicting accurate heat treated
time, it is more focused on estimating the upper bound of wγC2. Since neither N0 nor
βa can cease the transformation, they are chosen the same values as Jacques’ work
[34].
Another shape of bainitic ferrite plate was proposed in 2004 [67]. The bainite
sub-unit is assumed as in rectangular shape and the aspect ratio is 0.02. The volume
of it can be presented as: (m3)
VUB,Rec. = 2.0× 10−17 × (T − 528
150
)3 (5.10)
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The calculations in Fig. 5.6 is essentially applying the kinetic model for estimating
wγC2 in the end of the BIT at different temperature. Even the Eq. (5.4) and (5.10)
recommend different volumes for bainite sub-unit, the calculated wγC2 are the same
under the same TBIT . It is worth to note that the bainite sub-unit is pretty small in
volume comparing to austenite. The observed austenite grain volume is about 10−15
m3 and the bainite sub-unit is predicted as 10−17 m3. Therefore, the small change
of the bainite sub-unite volume does not cause significant changes of the results.
Figure 5.6: The comparison between different approaches to the volume of bainite
sub-unit
Fig. 5.7 is the phase diagram with the wγC2 calculated by kinetic model. There are
two different calculations in this diagram: one is calculated after 1045 K equilibrium
calculation and the other is based on empirical data and reverse calculation as Table
4.2. Measuring from experiments, wγMn is 0.28% lower than equilibrium value which
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makes 6 K higher in TMS (by Eq. (3.4)). Therefore, the calculations with empirical
inputs is higher than the equilibrium one with the same carbon content, even through
the difference is small. The other observation is the comparison of the upper limit.
With only 0.06% carbon difference after IA, the difference of wγC2 is as high as 0.15%
as Fig. 5.7(a).
(a) (b)
Figure 5.7: The phase diagram for BIT treatment (a) the calculations by different
inputs (b) comparing to the experiments [97, 62]
Comparing the experimental results with the calculation based on experimental
data as Fig. 5.7(b), wγC2 is obviously higher than T
′
0. In some cases, the carbon
content is close to T0 and this is the reason why T0 is recommended as the design
guide. However, all the cases present higher wγC2 than T0 in the end of the heat
treatment. It is clear that the kinetic model provides the upper bound of the bainitic
transformation. Most importantly, the optimum heat treatment window (as Fig.
4.4) exists while TBIT is in the range between 590 K to 625 K. The martensitic
transformation can be avoided in this window.
Fig. 5.8 is the comparison with experimental results.
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There are two calculations utilizing kinetic model with the initial carbon contents
(wγC1) 0.53 and 0.63 wt%. By the kinetic model, the predicted volume fraction of
austenite is about 10% more than T0. Comparing to the experiments, the results by
kinetic simulation stand the highest state of retained austenite. Another interesting
point is that while TBIT is higher than 663 and 693 K, the martensitic transformation
occurs in the final cooling.
This causes a decrease of the austenite volume fraction at higher TBIT .
Figure 5.8: The volume fraction of retained austenite [62]
Comparing to the experimental results, this modified kinetic model provides
one of the extreme cases of the carbon distribution which stands the maximum
C-enrichment in retained austenite. The cause for the non-homogeneous carbon dis-
tribution is the time and space intervals of the successive bainitic nucleations under
the displacive transformation assumption.
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At high TBIT , the size of the bainite sub-unit is large (∼ (T−528150 )3). According to
displacive transformation model, the growing process of the bainitic ferrite is similar
to martensitic transformation which grows to 10nm in time scale of 100ps [74]. The
growing rate ( 10−6 m2/s) is in several orders higher than the carbon diffusion in
austenite (10−21 m2/s, as Fig. 5.9). Even the driving force for bainitic transformation
is relatively small, the phase transition rate is higher and the space between bainite
plate is small and the carbon enrichment in retained austenite is more close to the
extreme case predicted by kinetics at high TBIT . On the other hand, if TBIT is very
low, the size of the bainite sub-unit is relatively small which allows carbon diffusing
in larger residual austenite. This explains why at low temperature, the formation of
nano-bainite terminates at compositions consistent with the T′0 limit.
Figure 5.9: The diffusivity of carbon in austenite
To conclude the theoretical analyses, the carbon enrichment in retained austenite
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is the result of the competition between carbon diffusion and phase transition. At
high TBIT , w
γ
C2 is more close to the maximum value which can be estimated by
kinetic model proposed in this work; at low TBIT , w
γ
C2 is more close to w
T ′0
C2. At
middle TBIT , T0 can be utilized to predict the w
γ
C2 after BIT treatment.
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6. FINDING AN OPTIMUM HEAT TREATMENT SCHEDULE FOR
TRIP-ASSISTED STEELS
6.1 Alloy Design
Optimization essentially consists of the determination of a set of values for the
degrees of freedom that determine the response of a system that maximize/minimize
such response. In the particular case of the optimization of materials response, one
must manipulate all factors that contribute to the material performance. These
factors include not only the chemical constituents of the material, but also the pro-
cessing routes necessary to obtain the desired microstructure. When one considers
the fact that most materials actually consist of many components and have to un-
dergo very complex processing routes, the optimization problem seems to be rather
hard. One can consider for example the case of steel alloys, which are perhaps some
of the most complex materials system of practical use. In the case of stainless steels,
for example, thirteen elements are considered in design process [89]. If the heat
treatment is included, at least 15 variables must be taken into account. In an op-
timization framework, the search for the optimal set of composition/heat treatment
parameters represents the search over a 15-dimensional space. It is therefore not
unexpected that, after centuries of investigation, steels are still being optimized. In
this section, we will discuss the process used to optimize the conventional two-stage
heat treatment to control the phase constitution in TRIP-assisted steels.
To improve the mechanical performance of the TRIP steel, the design process
can be simply divided into three distinct steps: material selection, microstructure
design, and performance testing (as shown in Fig. (6.1)). In this work, once the
material is selected, the CALPHAD method is utilized in conjunction with kinetic
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Figure 6.1: The alloy designing process in this work
models to predict the phase constitution after different heat treatment schedules, as
demonstrated in the previous chapters.
6.2 Predicting Mechanical Performance
In order to link the predicted phase constitution to the mechanical performance
of the microstructure, the Swift model (Eq. 6.6) is used to predict the stress-strain
characteristics of multi-phase microstructures [86, 56, 28]. The model can be simply
described using the following equation:
σi = Ki(1 + ε(0,i)ε)
ni (6.1)
where i stands for the phase; (i. e. ferrite, bainitic ferrite, austenite and martensite).
Ki, ε(0,i), and ni are the phase parameters for yield stress, slope and curvature of
the stress-strain curve. Under iso-strain condition, the stress of the alloy can be
represented as function of the collective effect of the phase constituents:
σ =
∑
σiV fi (6.2)
The parameters for the model are based on empirical results for the alloy with
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nominal compositions: Fe-0.29C-1.42Mn-1.41Si and are listed in Table 6.1 [56, 45].
It is understood that the mechanical properties of the alloy depend on not only the
phase constituent but also the chemical composition, wγC especially [68, 1], as well
as the grain size, dislocation density, temperature and strain rate etc. Although the
latter parameters are not explicitly considered in the model, some of the different
factors are implicitly considered through the factor Ki. In this work, the stress is
estimated by linear extrapolation of the predictions using these two parameter sets:
σ = σA + (σB − σA)w
γ
C − 1.25
0.25
(6.3)
Table 6.1: The parameters used in Swift-type equation; model A: wγC=1.25 wt%; B:
wγC=1.5 wt%; BCC phase stands the ferrite and bainitic ferrite [56, 45]
Phase Ki, MPa ε(0,i) ni
A Austenite 720 62 0.3
A BCC 475 55 0.27
A Martensite 2000 800 0.005
B Austenite 1130 80 0.2
B BCC 720 50 0.175
B Martensite 2000 800 0.005
With the prediction of the stress-strain curve, the necking can be predicted by
the following condition[41]:
dσ
dε
= σ (6.4)
To test the theoretical model, several experiments with different heat treatment
schedules are performed (by Ruixian Zhu) in the alloy of nominal composition Fe-
0.32C-1.42Mn-1.56Si [97]. The details of the experiments are listed in Table 6.2. The
IA treatments consists of heating 1045, 1053, or 1083 K for two hours. Three TBIT s,
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.2: The predicted mechanical properties comparing to the experimental re-
sults [97]
613, 643, and 693 K, are selected for three different time spans. According to the
physical models, the resulting microstructures after different TIA−TBIT combinations
are predicted taking into account the partitionless nature of the bainitic transforma-
tion (T0 thermodynamic limit), as well as the prediction of athermal martensite
fraction according to the temperature of quenching relative to the MS temperature
of the alloy at a given composition. The mechanical properties of the resulting mi-
crostructure are estimated using Eq. 6.3. The results are included in Fig. 6.2. While
there are obvious discrepancies between experiments and predictions, the theoretical
modelling provides results that are in qualitative agreement with experiments. This
is remarkable when one considers that the only input to the models were the two
treatment temperatures. More importantly, the results suggest that the different
heat treatment schedules result in similar rank ordering when comparing the actual
experimental results and the predictions.
While in the discussion above we focused on the effects of heat treatment schedule
on mechanical performance, when optimizing the performance of TRIP steels, one
must consider at least five degrees of freedom (input variables), including chemical
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Table 6.2: The heat treated temperatures (Kelvin) and time for BIT treatment in
experiments; all the IAs are treated for 2 hours
Sample TIA TBIT BIT time
1 1045 693 4
2 1045 613 60
3 1045 643 45
4 1053 613 60
5 1053 693 4
6 1083 613 60
compositions (wC , wMn and wSi) and two heat treatment temperatures (TIA and
TBIT ). Of course, one could in principle approach this problem experimentally, at
great cost. Alternatively, one could take the predictive models developed in this
work and proceed with a systematic search for optimal combinations of composition
and heat treatment schedules. When one considers the high dimensionality of this
problem, it is evident that a more efficient strategy must be used in order to find
optimal solutions. In this work, we address this optimization problem through the
use of Genetic Algorithms.
Figure 6.3: The schematic diagram of the domain searching by genetic algorithm.
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6.3 Genetic Algorithm-based Alloy Design
Genetic algorithm (GA) is a computer-based optimization scheme that mimics
natural selection in the sense that the population of possible optimal solution of
the problems is subject to random variation, subject to non-random selection, that
is: survival of the fittest [36]. In order to implement GA optimization, the search
domain, which corresponds to the phenotype domain, is discretized, as illustrated
in Fig. 6.3. The refinement of the discretization is limited by the capacity of the
computer memory to be used. For example, if 4 bits of memory is utilized for one
variable, the domain is evenly divided into 16 (24) segments and each segment is
then represented through binary encoding, which in turn can be considered to be the
genotype domain.
It is shown in Fig. 6.4 that most of the GA operators are working in genotype
domain because of the numerical convenience of binary systems.The first generation
with a certain amount of strings in genotype domain is randomly selected as the
initial seeds. Based on these strings, the decision maker assigns the fitness according
to the physical properties stored in phenotype strings. This evaluating process is
similar to the calculations in the previous chapters, for example the prediction of
the microstructure of the TRIP steel. By these fitness, most of the individuals with
poor performance are eliminated and the best two are remain and marked in the
genotype table. In order to keep the size of the group constant, the outstanding
individuals have been reproduced to fulfill the openings left by the individuals elim-
inated from the population. Subsequently, the cross-over and mutation are applied
to create the diversity in the population. First, the strings are randomly paired.
Between two strings, a probability is assigned (50% in this work) for exchanging the
chromosome(s). After the cross-over, each new string is examined by a mutation
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rate, in this work, this rate is defined as
P =
C
x · A (6.5)
where C is the number of chromosome (size of memory) of each string; x is the
number of variables of one string and A is the number of strings in one generation.
During this process, a certain amount of chromosome is mutated. Take Fig. 6.4
for example, there are six chromosomes keeping two variables in each string, and the
population of the generation is seven. Therefore, the recommended mutation rate
is 6/(2 × 7)∼=0.43. After hundreds of thousands evolutions, the highest fitness is
improved and the group is moving toward the high fitness direction.
6.4 Preliminary Evaluation of GA-based Optimization
A test calculation is applied to maximize the volume fraction of retained austenite.
Because only two variables are involved, the total calculated generation is 500 and
each one contains 6 strings. As Fig. 6.5 shows, the first generation is randomly
selected from X1 and X2. According to Table 6.3, the two temperatures, TIA and
TBIT are the inputs in decision maker which is predicting the volume fraction of
retained austenite. To maximize the volume fraction of retained austenite, the higher
fitness is assigned for higher Vf(aus) alloy while (1) Vf(Aus) ≥ 20%, the fitness is
0.0051; (2) Vf(Aus) is between 15 to 20 %, the fitness is 0.0041; (3) Vf(Aus) is
between 10-15 %, fitness is 0.0031; (4) Vf(Aus) is less than 10 %, fitness is 0.0021;
(5) others, fitness is 0.0000101. Before 500 generations are calculated, the survived
two strings are the seeds for GA operators. If the population is not converged, the
calculation continues; on the other hand, if the difference in the genetic variance of
the chromosome is lower than 5%, the calculation is converged and the calculation
will be restarted to examine possible trapping around local minima.
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Figure 6.4: The schematic diagram of the genetic algorithm
According to the initial setting, the maximum number of calculations is 3000;
but, the effective calculations are 2871 because of some multi-selected conditions
and some failed calculations. The failed calculations include (1) TIA is not higher
than Acθ at which cementite remains, (2) the volume fraction of austenite is less
than 10% after IA or (3) TBIT is higher than bainite start temperature TBs. These
invalid calculations are assigned the lowest fitness by the decision maker.
Fig. 6.6 shows an schematic diagram of calculation process with T0 limitation
using GA. Before the calculation, these two dimensionless domain are discretized.
Initially, the population of the first generation is randomly generated which contains
of four strings (as the black points) in this example. According to the decision maker,
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Figure 6.5: The flow chart for optimization calculation
the filled points are the two with highest fitness; therefore, these two are kept for
the next step. In Fig. 6.6(b), the next generation is produced and manipulated
(the crossover and mutation) based on the information of the survived two. If the
similarity of the chromosome is too high, the calculation is defined as converged and
the population will be re-initiated. The ideal evolution is specified as Fig. 6.6(c):
the average fitness of the population is increasing with the number of the evolution.
Repeating the process, Fig. 6.6(d) is generated after 10 generations. It can be seen
that either highest or average fitness is improving after generations by the leading of
the fitness value.
In order to examine the effects of the 5% converging setting, another calculation is
proceeded with 1% similarity among the strings. The effective number of calculations
with CC=1% is 2802 which is less than the one with 5% condition. In Fig. 6.7 (a) and
(b), x axis is the number of the generation and y axis is the average fitting value of
the generation. It can be understood that with more strict converging condition, the
calculations more focus on one area; on the other hand, if the acceptable difference is
large, the calculation will be restarted more frequently. This is the reason why more
points are calculated with 5% conditions (as Fig. 6.7 (c)(d)). Once the calculation
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 6.6: The schematic process of GA
is restarted, the randomly selected strings may explore more area in the searching
domain which helps to understand the effects of the heat treatments. However, if
the optimization involves more variables or larger computer memory, more strict
condition is required in order to increase the accuracy.
6.5 Maximizing Retained Austenite of Fe-0.32C-1.42Mn-1.56Si Alloy
In this section, the optimum heat treated temperatures for Fe-0.32C-1.42Mn-
1.56Si alloy are examined by GA organized calculation. According to the physical
models, the calculated TIA is limited in the range of 1000 to 1100 K and 529 to
900 K for TBIT . 5 bits computer memory is utilized for each temperature, therefore,
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 6.7: The compare between different converging conditions (C.C.) (a)(c) 1%
(b)(d) 5%
there are 32x32 (1024) potential temperature sets for calculations (as Table 6.3).
Fig. 6.8 represents the results by optimizing calculations in which the T′0, T0 and
kinetic model are considered for BIT. As discussed in previous chapters, as long as
the heat treatment time is sufficient, T′0 stands the lower bound and kinetic model
provides the upper bound of the bainitic transformation. As a consequence, for
Fe-0.32C-1.42Mn-1.56Si alloy, the lower bound of the maximum volume fraction of
austenite is 11.6% which can be achieved by 1003 K TIA and 529 K TBIT . The
upper bound of maximum austenite of this alloy by the kinetic model is 23.5% in
volume after 1016 K IA and 685 K BIT heat treatment. After this process, there
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Table 6.3: The possible variables for GA calculation (Kelvin); the string in genotype
domain consists of X1 and X2; TIA and TBIT are the corresponding temperatures in
phenotype domain
X1 1 2 3 4 ... 31 32
TIA 1000 1003.125 1006.250 1009.375 ... 1096.875 1100
X2 1 2 3 4 ... 31 32
TBIT 529 540.594 552.188 563.781 ... 888.406 900
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6.8: The predicted volume fraction of retained austenite while bainitic trans-
formation stops by (a) T′0 (b) T0 (c) kinetic model
are about 1% martensite, 30% bainitic ferrite in the final microstructure and the
rest is ferrite. It is more clear in Fig. 6.9, if carbides are totally suppressed, the
martensitic transformation can be avoided during the heat treatment while TBIT is
between 590 to 685 K. The stability of the retained austenite can be controlled by
TBIT in this temperature range; as TBIT is closer to 590 K, more bainite is formed
and the retained austenite is more stable.
Comparing the different criteria to terminate the bainitic transformation during
BIT in Fig. 6.8, the profile of the contours of the austenite volume fraction are
very different. At lower TBIT , the martensitic transformation take place after IA
treatment. But, because of the negative slopes of the curves, the carbon content
is higher than the other cases at higher TBIT . In Fig. 6.9, it can be seen that
the martensitic transformation can not be suppressed in T′0 limitation. While more
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Figure 6.9: The phase diagram of Fe-0.32C-1.42Mn-1.56Si after TIA=1016K
ferrite is retained at lower TIA, austenite is more stable after IA and TBIT can be
even lower to form more bainitic ferrite. Therefore, lower TIA and TBIT are preferred
in T′0 calculation. On the other hand, in T0 prediction, the similar phenomenon can
be observed to select lower TIA, but the optimum TBIT is the cross point of T0
and TMs = 300 Kelvin which is about 580 Kelvin. As for kinetic model, as long as
TBIT is lower than 685 K, it is possible to suppress the martensitic transformation
with properly selected TIA. However, more bainitic ferrite is allowed to form which
consumes austenite at lower TBIT . So, the optimum heat treatment for maximizing
austenite is with TIA being lower than 1050 K and TBIT higher than 630 K.
6.6 The Optimum Heat Treatment Temperatures for Fe-0.32C-1.42Mn-1.56Si
TRIP Steel
Except for martensite, cementite which is the carbon sink during the heat treat-
ment is another undesired phase in TRIP steel. The more cementite is present in
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the microstructure, the lower the stability of austenite. In order to avoid cementite
formation, one can control the treatment temperature and time. From the thermo-
dynamics point of view, as TIA is higher than Acθ and para-equilibrium γ − θ is
avoided, cementite can be suppressed. Four more situations are assumed: (1) equi-
librium IA with T0 (2) para-equilibrium IA with T0 (3) equilibrium IA with T0 and
para-equilibrium γ − θ (4) para-equilibrium IA with T0 and para-equilibrium γ − θ.
In case (3) and (4), the maximum carbon enrichment of retained austenite is the
minimum value of T0 and para-equilibrium γ − θ.
In these four cases, the Eq. 6.3 is utilized to estimate the mechanical properties,
uniform strain (US) and ultimate tensile stress (UTS). In addition to the maximiza-
tion of either US or UTS, another fitness is proposed for optimizing the mechanical
performance. The ideal microstructure is the one (1) with maximum volume frac-
tion of retained austenite (2) minimum carbon content in austenite while maintaining
its stability against martensitic transformation and (3) less martensite. With these
assumptions, the fitness is defined as:
fitness =
V f(Aus)
0.01wγC(0.001 + V f(Mar))
(6.6)
Therefore, there are three optimizations for (a) US (b) UTS and (c) fitness in each
case. Each optimization includes 10 individuals and 2000 generations. In all of the
calculations, the Vf(aus) must be higher than 5%, otherwise the result is not counted
in this work.
Fig. 6.10 includes the results in case 1. The effective number of the calculations
is 728. As Fig. 6.10(a), the predicted US and UTS are listed as function of fitness. In
this case, the highest fitness indicates the heat treatment with the highest US. The
highest predicted US is 23.4% after 1003 Kelvin IA and 566 Kelvin BIT treatment.
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.10: The predicted mechanical properties with fitness
The ideal microstructure contains 23.5% retained austenite, 52.9% ferrite and 23.6%
bainitic ferrite. No martensite would be observed under this condition. The route of
the heat treatment is illustrated in phase diagram as Fig. 6.13(a).
The further analysis can be found in Fig. 6.10(b). In order to achieve wγC higher
than 1.5 wt%, TBIT must be low. More martensite is forming after the quenching
from TIA. On the other hand, if w
γ
C is lower than 1.0 wt%, martensitic transformation
can be observed after BIT treatment. Even the stability of the retained austenite is
low, the alloy is not achieving it’s best mechanical performance. From this analysis,
it can be seen that the ideal wγC should be between 1.0 to 1.5 wt% to maximize the
retained austenite and minimize the volume fraction of martensite. Treating in this
way, the US of this alloy is maximized.
Following the previous analyses, the toughness is predicted under three different
conditions using Eq. 6.4 ans resulted as Fig. 6.11. Because of 5% Vf(Aus) criterion,
the area of the T′0 contour is relatively smaller than the other two. The profiles of
these plots match the ones for Vf(Aus) contours. Without first carbon enrichment
from ferrite at high TIA, austenite is not stable enough for lower TBIT . The volume
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6.11: The predicted toughness after different heat treatments based on (a)
T′0 (b) T0 (c) kinetics
fraction of retained austenite does not mean everything comparing to Fig 6.8. From
these three figures, it can be seen that low TIA provides the bigger window for
optimal TBIT in this case. Fig. 6.12 consists of the high toughness area in these
three cases. Considering the upper and lower bounds of the microstructures, the
optimum treatment for high toughness can be obtained with TIA being lower than
1045 K and with TBIT between 630 to 650 K.
Figure 6.12: The predicted toughness after different heat treatments
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The optimum conditions for maximizing fitness for the other three cases are
illustrated in the phase diagrams in Fig. 6.13. For case 1 and 2, the optimum TIAs
are just above Acθ and TBIT s are the cross points of T0 and TMs = 300 Kelvin. As
case 3 and 4, the optimum TBIT s are the cross points of T0 and para-equilibrium
γ − θ. For IA, the window is very different from the other two cases. As shown in
Fig. 6.13(c) and (d), a window of TIA can be applied with the same TBIT for the
same mechanical property. It is because the model in Eq. 6.6 does not consider the
difference between ferrite and bainitic ferrite. The contributions to the mechanical
properties from these two phases are the same. Therefore, within the TIA window,
the sum of the Vf(Fer) and Vf(Bai) is not changed.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 6.13: Phase diagrams for different heat treatments (a)-(d) for cases (1)-(4)
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The predicted mechanical performance is listed in Table 6.4. It can be seen
that while the alloy is more close to equilibrium (case 1 and 3), the ductility is
better than the short IA treatment (case 2 and 4). The other important factor is
the para-equilibrium γ − θ. Comparing case 1 to 3, to suppress the formation of
cementite according to para-equilibrium condition will sacrifice about 1.5 % strain if
the incubation time of cementite is long enough. For this specific alloy, the optimum
heat treatment for maximizing the fitness is that (1) TIA is higher than Acθ (2) long
IA treatment (3) selecting the cross point of T0 and para-eq. γ − θ as TBIT .
Table 6.4: The predicted mechanical properties of the four cases
case 1 2 3 4
TIA (K) 1003 1003 1003-1050 1003-1006
TBIT (K) 566 604 651-660 632
Vf(Aus) 0.23 0.16 0.09 0.11
Vf(Bai) 0.24 0.28 0.17-0.41 0.27
Vf(Fer) 0.53 0.47 0.30-0.53 0.47
Vf(Mar) 0.00 0.09 balance balance
wγC 1.32 1.27 1.10 1.18
US, % 23.4 21.0 22.0 20.8
UTS, MPa 1183 1159 1120 1137
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7. OPTIMIZATION OF CHEMICAL COMPOSITION IN TRIP STEEL
To improve the mechanical performance of the TRIP steel, a properly selected
chemical composition within a reasonable domain is required. As the analyses in the
previous chapters show, the domains for six elements are listed in Table 7.1. With the
variation of chemical composition, the optimization of the heat treated temperatures
are also required. Fe-0.1C binary phase diagram is one of the extreme cases (as
Fig. 7.1). According to this diagram, the highest temperature at which ferrite can
exist (Ac3) is 1142 Kelvin which is chosen as the upper temperature boundary of
TIA for GA. On the other hand, T
′
0 is about 934K which is also set as the lower
boundary of the TIA. If the alloy contains maximum alloying of austenite stabilizer
and minimum Al (Fe-0Al-0.5C-0.03Cu-2.5Mn-2Ni-1.5Si), TMS is about 558 K which
is predicted by Eq. 3.4. According to Eq. (4.4), 90% Austenite transforms into
Martensite at 350 K, therefore, this temperature is picked as the lower boundary of
TBIT . These conditions are listed in Table 7.1.
Table 7.1: The searching domains of chemical composition and heat treated temper-
atures for GA calculation (-wt%)
min. max. min. max. min. max.
wC 0.10 0.50 wMn 0.50 2.50 wSi 0.50 1.50
wAl 0.00 2.00 wCr 0.00 1.33 wNi 0.00 2.00
TIA 934 1142 TBIT 350 934
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Figure 7.1: The phase diagram of Fe-0.1C (wt%)
7.1 Fe-C-Mn-Si TRIP Steel
7.1.1 T0 Limitation
According to the discussion in the previous chapters, the level of the C-enrichment
in retained austenite can be predicted using either thermodynamic or kinetic model.
At intermediate TBIT , T0 is a better predictor of the carbon enrichment at short
bainitic transformation time. In this section, it is assumed that (1) the alloy is at
equilibrium state after IA treatment (2) the carbon enrichment achieves the minimum
value of T0 and para-equilibrium γ−θ. The optimization is based on µ-GA to search
the domain as 7.1 in Fe-C-Mn-Si alloy with the calculations of 10 individuals, 5,000
generations. It is the same as the previous chapter: three optimizing targets (1)
maximizing fitness (2) maximizing US (3) maximizing UTS are included to search
each direction as deep as possible.
Even though the microstructures are the same, the fitness may be different. Fig.
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Figure 7.2: The predicted fitness of the alloy with different mechanical properties
7.2 includes 3636 highest fitness with the same US-UTS samples of all the samples.
It can be seen that the high elongation sample is with higher fitness than the lower
strain one. There are two mechanisms contribute to the high elongation alloys (1)
high volume fraction of ferrite and (2) low carbon content in retained austenite. It
is more clear in Fig. 7.3(a) and (b). The microstructures with high volume fraction
of ferrite is more ductile instead of more martensite. On the other hand, the fitness
indicates the alloy with the balance of strain and stress. The highest fitness alloy is
the one improves the US and UTS simultaneously. Also, for Fe-C-Mn-Si alloy, the it
is not necessary to suppress the martensite to achieve the highest fitness point.
In Fig. 7.3(c), the highest fitness alloy is the one with highest volume fraction of
retained austenite. Considering bainite, the trend is not obvious but the optimum
Vf(Bai) is about 50-60% to maximize fitness. In these calculations, the maximized
ferrite or martensite improves elongation or strength respectively. According to the
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 7.3: The relations of the mechanical properties and phase constituent
proposed model in this work, the optimum microstructure for conventional TRIP
steel is the one with maximized volume fraction of austenite.
The selection of the chemical composition is the starting point of the designing
procedure. The effects of carbon, manganese and silicon are summarized in Fig. 7.4.
As Fig. 7.4(a), low carbon content alloy creates high volume fraction of ferrite. To
maximize the fitness, high carbon content (0.5 wt%) is necessary. The effect of wγC
is different from the nominal carbon content. High wγC is essentially increasing the
stability of the retained austenite in high volume fraction of martensite microstruc-
ture which also possesses high strength. With the predicted Vf(Fer) and Vf(Mar) in
Fig. 7.3, the high wγC can be created by high TIA and low TBIT treatment.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 7.4: The chemical composition of the alloy with different mechanical proper-
ties
High manganese stabilizes retained austenite and increases the strain; but, max-
imizing Mn may not be necessary to achieve maximum fitness point. Different from
Mn, the high silicon content is required to suppress the formation of cementite.
Therefore, in general, the high Si is preferred for TRIP steel.
7.1.2 Kinetics Limitation
As mentioned in previous chapters, the kinetic model corresponds to the upper
bound of the carbon enrichment in retained austenite. Due to the heavy loading
of the time involved calculations, these series of optimization only includes 10 indi-
vidulas and 500 generations. The targets are the same and therefore, the maximum
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15,000 calculations can be expected. 2548 effective results are collected after the
calculations.
(a) (b)
Figure 7.5: The predicted mechanical properties based on kinetic limitation (a) the
calculated fitness comparing to the T0 limitation (b) the predicted toughness (MPa%)
Fig. 7.5 is the predicted mechanical properties with fitness and toughness. Com-
paring to the calculations with T0, the kinetic model allows more austenite to be
retained after heat treatment and the highest fitness is also higher. More possible
heat treatment can be applied in Fe-C-Mn-Si alloy; therefore, the highest toughness
is higher than the predictions by T0. As well as the US-UTS, both the properties
can be improved by about 5 % and 40 MPa. The comparison can be shown in Table
7.3. This means that the non-homogeneous carbon distribution increases wγC and
this prevents the martensitic transformation in the end of the BIT treatment which
increases the volume fraction of retained austenite. The mechanical properties have
therefore been improved.
According to the T0 and kinetic limitations, the optimum parameters including
the chemical composition and heat treatments are listed in Table 7.2. It is shown
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Table 7.2: The optimum parameters for maximizing fitness of Fe-C-Mn-Si alloy
Condition wC wMn wSi TIA TBIT
T0 0.50 1.44 1.50 >1096 638
Kinetics 0.50 1.98 1.50 >1045 675
that high carbon and silicon contents are preferred for improving the fitness in both
cases. The selections of Mn concentration are not the same: 1.44 wt% for T0 and 1.98
wt% for kinetic case. It can be understood by Fig. 2.1 that in T0 case, increasing of
Mn shifts both T0 and TMs down. So, the adding of Mn does not affect the volume
fraction of bainite and martensite too much. This is the reason why 1.44 wt% is
the optimum Mn content in T0 case. With the relation between TMs and kinetic
limitation and the 4 wt% total amount of alloying, about 1.98 wt% Mn content is
the optimum one.
The heat treatment for these two alloys are optimized while TIA is higher than
Ac1 and TBIT is at 638 and 675 Kelvin respectively. Along with these parameters, the
predicted microstructure as well as the mechanical properties are listed as Table 7.3.
In these two microstructures, the kinetic one is with higher Vf(Aus), wγC and Vf(Bai).
High Vf(Aus) and low Vf(Mar) improves the elongation significantly. The slightly
increased wγC improves the UTS also. With the calculations, for low alloying Fe-C-
Mn-Si TRIP steel that the optimum chemical composition and the heat treatment
are recommended as Table 7.2.
Table 7.3: The predicted microstructure and mechanical properties following Table
7.2
Condition Vf(Aus) Vf(Bai) Vf(Fer) Vf(Mar) wγC , wt% US, % UTS, MPa
T0 0.17 0.57 0.00 0.26 1.16 17.0 1235
Kinetics 0.31 0.61 0.00 0.08 1.28 21.9 1270
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7.2 Fe-C-Mn-Si-Al-Cr-Ni TRIP Steel
The conventional TRIP steel includes the chemical composition of C, Mn, and
Si. A further step of optimization takes Al Cr and Ni into account as Table 7.1. It
is reported that Al retards the formation of cementite and accelerates the bainitic
transformation [26, 37]. Ni and Cr not only improve the mechanical properties but
also stabilize austenite and lower TMs [84, 48]. It can be expected that Al can be
used to replace Si as well as the role Ni and Cr play to Mn.
(a) (b)
Figure 7.6: The predicted mechanical properties based on T0 limitation (a) the
calculated fitness comparing to the T0 limitation (b) the predicted toughness (MPa%)
Following the same three optimizing conditions, each process includes 10 individ-
ual, 10,000 generations under T0 limitation. The total 24,678 effective results are
included in Fig. 7.6. Fig. 7.6(a) also includes the results in Fe-C-Mn-Si alloy as the
black outline symbols. The adding of Al-Cr-Ni obviously extend the US-UTS domain
under the same calculating criteria. It is the same as the conventional TRIP steel,
the highest fitness locates in the middle of the extreme US or UTS cases. The opti-
mum conditions for maximum fitness are listed in Table 7.4. As the previous cases,
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the carbon content is recommended as the maximum, 0.5 wt%. Mn and Si contents
are not as high as the Fe-C-Mn-Si alloy. As for the alternative elements, Cr and Ni
are not preferred. A significant amount of Al, 0.76 wt% is suggested in this case.
From the recommended chemical composition, it can be realized that the austenite
stabilizer is not as important as the composition necessary to suppress cementite
formation. It may because the carbon, the most important austenite stabilizer, is
significantly added into this alloy. The importance of the Mn is not dominated.
Table 7.4: The optimum parameters for maximizing fitness of Fe-C-Mn-Si alloy
Condition wC wMn wSi wAl wCr wNi TIA TBIT
T0 0.50 1.20 1.42 0.76 0.04 0.00 1044 575
After the recommended heat treatment, the predicted Vf(Aus) is higher because
the martensite is suppressed in this case. The wγC is also higher which higher the
strength comparing to the conventional TRIP steel. The phase diagram for BIT
treatment in Table 7.2, 7.4, and 7.5 as Fig. 7.7 indicates that 0.76 wt% Al can
significantly suppress the para-equilibrium austenite-cementite formation. Even the
other thermodynamic states, TMs and T0 are not affected too much, the mechanical
performance can be improved by increasing Vf(Aus), Vf(Bai), and wγC as well as
decreasing Vf(Mar) at the same time.
Table 7.5: The predicted microstructure and mechanical properties following Table
7.4; the wγC , US, and UTS are in units of wt%, %, and MPa
Condition Vf(Aus) Vf(Bai) Vf(Fer) Vf(Mar) wγC US UTS
T0 0.36 0.32 0.32 0.00 1.36 22.2 1303
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Figure 7.7: The predicted mechanical properties based on T0 limitation (a) the
calculated fitness comparing to the T0 limitation (b) the predicted toughness (MPa%)
Fig. 7.8 contains similar analyses about the relations between chemical composi-
tion and mechanical performance. The diagrams for C Mn and Si are very similar to
the previous ones: higher carbon ans silicon are preferred. The effects of the other
three, Mn Cr and Ni, are not obvious. But the medium Al content (0.5-1.0 wt%) can
significantly improve the mechanical performance by optimizing the microstructure.
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 7.8: The predicted mechanical properties based on T0 limitation (a) the
calculated fitness comparing to the T0 limitation (b) the predicted toughness (MPa%)
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8. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this work, computational thermodynamics (CALPHAD) and kinetics are used
to optimize the performance of TRIP-assisted steel. Including the chemical compo-
sition and temperatures for two-step treatment, there are up to 8 parameters are
involved in designing process to optimize the microstructure for improving the me-
chanical performance.
In order to predict the alloy state after IA treatment, both para- and full equi-
librium are considered. There is no powerful rule for selecting the heat treated tem-
perature which depends on the chemical composition of the alloy. It is also found
that the longer IA treated time allows the partitioning of the substitutional elements
which stabilizes the austenite in general.
The thermodynamic limit for the bainitic transformation, T′0, is used to estimate
the lower bound of the carbon saturation of retained austenite. Based on T′0, the ki-
netic model is developed for analysing the competition between carbon diffusion and
phase transformation. The results explain that the non-homogeneous distribution of
carbon further stabilizes the austenite against the martensitic transformation as it
allows further enrichment of the austenite matrix.
Taking into consideration the γ − θ para-equilibrium condition for suppressing
the formation of cementite, Fe-C-Mn-Si and Fe-C-Mn-Si-Al-Cr-Ni are designed using
a genetic algorithm (GA) optimization process. GA is the numerical technique for
efficiently searching the potential solutions in a defined domain using a properly
defined fitness function. The selection and tests of the algorithm required parameters
for this designing purpose are conducted in this work. For improving the mechanical
properties, the fitness is proposed as V f(Aus)/(0.01wγC(0.001 + V f(Mar))). The
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results recommend several recipes for these two kinds of alloys based on T0 and
kinetic limitations for BIT treatment. The designing guide is concluded as Fig. 8.1.
Figure 8.1: The guideline for designing TRIP steel
For high elongation requirements, the maximizing of the ferrite is recommended.
On the other hand, for improving the strength, the martensite is significant. The
optimum microstructure for TRIP steel is recommended as maximizing austenite
and bainite simultaneously which can be achieved in high carbon and silicon content
alloy with properly selected heat treatment. Because of the para-eq γ − θ condition
and high carbon content, Mn is not as important as in the plain alloy; but a small
amount of Al can improve the mechanical performance significantly. According to
this model, Cr and Ni are not as important as the other elements even though their
addition can stabilize the austenite.
In summary, this work represents one of the first instances in which a materials-
by-design approach has been used to the optimization of the performance of a com-
plex multi-phase microstructure. This approach, closely aligned to the Materials
Genome initiative, is expected to be a powerful new tool that can accelerate the
development of complex, multi-phase, multi-component structural materials.
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APPENDIX A
CONFIGURATIONAL ENTROPY
In binary system, NA and NB are the number of A and B atoms in the system.
The configurational entropy can be dpresented as [63, 27] :
Scon = kln(
(NA +NB)!
NA!NB!
) (A.1)
According to Stirling’s approximation, the equation can be simplified as:
Scon = kln(
(NA +NB)!
NA!NB!
)
= k[(NA +NB)ln(NA +NB)− (NA +NB)−NAln(NA)−NA −NBln(NB)−NB]
= k[(NA +NB)ln(NA +NB)−NAln(NA)−NBln(NB)]
= k[NAln(NA +NB) +NBln(NA +NB)−NAln(NA)−NBln(NB)]
= −k[NAln( NA
NA +NB
) +NBln(
NB
NA +NB
)]
= −R[xAln(xA) + xBln(xB)]
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